Despacho Ceremony for Ukraine
This ceremony is based on the traditional Andean Hatun Haypay ceremony with added
offerings to give protection and love to our brothers and sisters, the land, plants, trees and
animals in Ukraine. You may add any additional offerings you feel called to, as well as fresh
flowers. This kit also requires that you use a small amount of some kind of animal fat or
cheese for the center.
I.

Despacho Supplies & Ingredients
A. Consecration Ingredients
1. Manta or sacred cloth to wrap the despacho if possible (not included in kit)
2. Despacho paper (approx. 18” x 18”)
3. Red yarn or string (approx. 1 yard)
4. Blue corn meal, loose tobacco and three bay leaves
5. Cross (represents the four corners of the Andean cosmovision)
6. Florida water (or other perfumed water, wine or alcohol)
7. Scalloped shell (symbolic of the Pachamama’s fertility)
8. *Small amount of butter or any kind of animal fat (represents the richness of life
that we offer to the Unseen Beings) *Not included in kit
9. Bell if you have one
B. Fresh flowers (red and white carnations are traditional) *Not included in kit
A. Guardians of Ayni offerings: feed Mother Earth and the five Unseen Beings that are
honored in the Pachakuti Mesa Tradition and are most closely connected to us as
humans:
1. Tirakuna - “The Watchers” live in rock outcroppings, deserts, forests and
ceremonial sites. They feed on the energy of animal products, such as fat,
feathers, fur, bones and jerky. The medicine from these offerings is physical
health and manifestation and they are placed in the south direction of the
despacho.
2. Awkikuna - “Nature Spirits” live in moist marshes, meadows and fields. They
feed on the energy of plant products, such as tobacco, corn meal, grains, beans
and herbs. The medicine from these offerings is emotional health, relationships
and magic and they are placed in the west direction of the despacho.
3. Malkikuna - “Tree Spirits” live in ancient trees and represent the tree of life
reaching far into the heavens and deep into the earth. They feed on the energy
of mineral products, such as stones, sand, crystals, gem stones and ores. The
medicine from these offerings is spiritual health and the ability to be a bridge
between worlds, and they are placed in the north direction of the despacho.
4. Machula Awlanchis - “Benevolent Ancient Ones” were once human and live in
the spirit world and in our memories. They feed on the energy of hand-made
products, such as candy, beads, photos, poems and small craft items. The
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medicine from these offerings is mental health and wisdom and they are placed
in the east direction of the despacho.
5. Apukuna - “The Mountain Lords” are the spirits of great mountains. They are the
first to hear the Will of Creator, and then pass this energy on to all life forms.
They feed on the energies of incense and bay leaves. The medicine from these
offerings is service, power, protection and blessing and they are placed in the
center of the despacho.
6. Pachamama - Mother Earth feeds on all that we offer in the despacho. The
medicine from these offerings is life, healing and fertility.
B. Photo of Ukrainian ancestors
C. Photos of 8 Ukranian flags
D. Photos of Ukrainian foods & culture
E. 8 bay leaves for Hatun Haypay ceremony
F. Garlic granules for protection
G. Dried parsley for purification
H. Camphor powder for protection
I. Sulfur powder for protection
J. Cotton ball to absorb the protection ingredients
K. Rock salt for protection
L. Dried sage for cleansing
M. Piece of succulent “cactus thorns” for protection
N. Rose powder for love
O. Copal powder for light
P. 16 Wayruro seeds for protection
Q. Ukrainian-made biscuits
R. Ukrainian-made breadsticks
S. Ukrainian-made candy
T. Blend for protection
U. Glitter for beauty
II. Despacho Consecration
A. Place one drop of Florida water in the center of the despacho paper
B. Create a cornmeal circle, approximately 12” in diameter, starting in the south,
moving clockwise - represents the Divine Feminine
C. Draw tobacco cross inside the cornmeal circle, starting from north to south, then
east to west - represents the Divine Masculine
D. K’intu ritual
1. Hold the three bay leaves, forming a fleur de lis, between the pointer and
middle fingers of your right hand, tips of leaves pointing up.
2. Make three prayers (for yourself, for your community, and for the Earth), and
blow those prayers into the k’intu.
3. *If in a group, pass the k’intu clockwise by having the person to your left use
their left index and middle fingers to take all three leaves out of your hand, and
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transfer them to their right index and middle fingers before blowing their prayers
into it.
4. Place the k’intu in the center of the paper with the tips of leaves pointing north.
E. Place the shell in the center - represents the Teqsimuyu, sentient universe.
F. Place animal fat inside the shell - most strong and dense medicine
G. Place cross or crystal inside the shell
III. Despacho Creation - *be sure to breathe your prayers into each offering:
A. Place the animal, plant, mineral and hand-made offerings in the South, West, North
and East areas of the despacho where to cornmeal and tobacco meet, respectively
to honor the Guardians of Ayni.
B. Place the large photo of the Ukrainian ancestors under the bay leaves and shell in
the center
C. Place the photos of food and people around the shell (see photos below for images)
D. Place the photos of the Ukrainian flag in the N,S,E,W, NW, SE directions on or
around the cornmeal, and one flag above the shell (between the shell the flag in the
north ), and one flag below the shell (between the shell and the flag in the north)
E. Pick up two bay leaves and hold them in your right hand, holding the image of
balance between male & female.
1. Place kintu on top of the Ukrainian flag in the south direction
F. Pick up to bay leaves and hold them in your right hand, holding the image of
balance between day & night.
1. Place kintu on top of the Ukrainian flag in the north direction
G. Pick up to bay leaves and hold them in your right hand, holding the image of
balance between spirit & matter.
1. Place kintu on top of the Ukrainian flag in the west direction
H. Pick up to bay leaves and hold them in your right hand, holding the image of
balance between heaven & earth.
1. Place kintu on top of the Ukrainian flag in the east direction
I. Place the garlic granules on top of the two bay leaves on the flag in the north
J. Place the rock salt on top of the two bay leaves on the flag in the south
K. Place the succulent tips on top of the flag in the southeast
L. Place the sage on top of the flag in the northwest
M. Place the parsley on top of the two bay leaves on the flag in the west
N. Place the sulfur on top of the two bay leaves on the flag in the east
O. Place the camphor on top of the flag in the north between the shell and the bay
leaves with the garlic on it
P. Place the cotton ball on top of the flag in the south between the shall and the bay
leaves with the salt on it
Q. Pause and visualize all people, plants & animals protected by your love and inner
light for them now
R. Sprinkle the rose powder around the corn meal, leaving about two inches between
the powder and the corn meal
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S. Sprinkle the copal powder around the rose powder, leaving about one inch between
the two powders.
T. Pause again and visualize all beings in Ukraine safe and protected.
U. Place the biscuits, circular bread sticks and candies all around the despacho in a
beautiful way
V. Place the 16 wayruro seeds on top of the copal ring symmetrically
W. Cover with the protective blend
X. Pause and envision Ukraine and all her children encircled in love and light
Y. Cover the mandala with fresh flowers and/or flower petals.
Z. Add glitter for beauty
IV. Despacho Completion
A. Offer a small amount of florida water to the despacho.
B. Offer your final prayers into the despacho and ring a bell over the it
C. Lift the top and bottom sides of the despacho paper, then the left and right sides to
slide all of the offerings into a small pile in the center of the paper.
D. Gently fold the top third of the paper down and the bottom third up, then the left
third to the right and the right third to the left, inserting the right side into the left
side.
E. Tie it with the red string or ribbon like a present.
F. If you wish, add flowers, herbs or other embellishments to the outside of the
despacho to beautify it.
G. Bundle it in your despacho manta or special cloth.
H. Perform healing transmissions with the despacho to your crown (or brow), heart and
belly.
V. Offering the Despacho
A. Carry the despacho to the sacred fire or burial place and remove the cloth.
1. Offer your final prayers into the despacho.
2. If offering to the fire, stand in the west and offer the despacho to the east.
3. Offer medicine songs or music while despacho burns or is buried.
a) OR, if offering to the fire, you may allow it to burn without watching it,
trusting that the smoke carries your prayers to the heavens.
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